Introduction: Charlotte Winger Weaver was born in Malvern, Ohio 1884-1964
Married Walter Wingerter (died 1918)

Dr. Weaver’s formal early education took place in public schools. She was also taught by her mother the spiritual lore and teachings of her people. She attended the American School of Osteopathy from 1909-1912. Weaver’s interest in the cranium as a region to be included in the osteopathic concept was propelled by recognition of the bones of the skull as morphological vertebral units, embryologically consistent with the development of the axial skeleton. She recognized the skull bones as modified vertebrae possessing intervertebral discs and articular surfaces.

*Dr. Weaver, had already published articles on skull motility before Sutherland’s first work, The Cranial Bowl (1939)

Education and Certificates
Akron Central High School 1902
University of Akron (Buchtel College) 1903
Akron City Hospital (nursing training) 1905-1907
American School of Osteopathy 1909-1912
Certificate in Physiology
Certificate in Practical Dissection of the Cadaver
Professor of Anatomy – Akron Art Institute (1940’s)
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**Book(s):**
2010.40.01 Sorrell, Margaret, D.O.; The Cranial Academy; 2010; *Charlotte Weaver: Pioneer in Cranial Osteopathy*; pp 294

**Bio Files:**
2010.39.01 Biographical information: documents (letters and photocopies) regarding Dr. Weaver and about her work.

**Box 1:**
2010.39.02 Microfilm- Dr C.W. Weaver M/S Plastic Basicranium notes & Files, also Illustrations for "The Organism:" Hexagon Press, INC.; 1998; RESTRICTED, may not be reproduced or viewed. Items on microfilm are printed in the collection.


**Box 2:**
2010.39.06 Photograph- drawings of head shapes; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 12.6 cm x 9.3 cm

2010.39.07 Photograph of two Occipital and two Sphenoid bones; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 80" written on back

2010.39.08 Photograph of X-Ray of skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 90" written on back in pencil

2010.39.09 Photograph of skull with window in Parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 46" written on back in pencil

2010.39.10 Photograph of 3 skulls with windows in Parietal bones; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 48" written on back in pencil

2010.39.11 Photograph of 3 skulls in a row with windows in Parietal bones; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 77" written on back in pencil

2010.39.12 Photograph of bottom of skull with no mandible; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W red and blue lines vertically and horizontally; "slide 24" written on back in pencil

2010.39.13 Photograph of bottom of skull with no mandible; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 75A" written on back in pencil

2010.39.14 Photograph of skull from three angles (negative) [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "L93" written on back in pencil

2010.39.15 Photograph of bottom of skull with no mandible; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 99" written on back in pencil, two "x's" on picture of skull

2010.39.16 Photograph of skull with window in Parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 75C" written on back in pencil

2010.39.17 Photograph of skull with window in Parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 75C" written on back in pencil
2010.39.18 Photograph of vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 143" written on back in pencil

2010.39.19 Photograph of 3 skulls (2 appear to be vertically bisected and an inferior view of the other); [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 85" written on back in pencil

2010.39.20 Photograph of the interior view of 3 vertically bisected skulls halves; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 72A" written on back in pencil

2010.39.21 Photograph of half of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "82" written on back in pencil;

2010.39.22 Photograph of vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "67" written on back in pencil

2010.39.23 Photograph of temporal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 87" written on back in pencil

2010.39.24 Photograph of a skull separated along the coronal suture, window cut into the parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 83" written on back in pencil

2010.39.25 Photograph of horizontally bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "slide 26" written on back in pencil

2010.39.26 Photograph of vertically bisected skull, one half resting on top the other half; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "81" written on back in pencil

2010.39.27 Photograph of disarticulated skull, exposing the interior; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.5 cm x 30.6 cm.; handwritten notes written on back in pencil; good condition, edges worn, picture bowed.

2010.39.28 Photograph of the bottom of a horizontally bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "slide 25" written on back in pencil, red and blue lines on face of picture with "JP" written in red

2010.39.29 Photograph of negative of two child skulls; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.5 cm x 30.6 cm.; "fig 97" written on back in pencil, lines on front in black with "LF" and "JF"; good condition, edges worn, picture bowed.

2010.39.30 Photograph of skull with window in Parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 145" written on back in pencil

2010.39.31 Photograph of skull with window in Parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W;

2010.39.32 Photograph of negative of a skull with window in Parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 101" written on back in pencil, two "x's" written on face of picture in pencil

2010.39.33 Photograph of inferior view of a skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 76" written on back in pencil

2010.39.34 Photograph of superior view of a occipital bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 79A" written on back in pencil

2010.39.35 Photograph of inferior view of a occipital bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 79B" written on back in pencil

2010.39.36 Photograph of superior view of a half a skull (occipital bone, Parietal bone, and the top half of the other parietal bone with window; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W
2010.39.37 Photograph of inferior view of a half a skull (frontal bone, Parietal bone, and half of the other parietal bone with window; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "slide 38" written on back in pencil

2010.39.38 Photograph of lateral view of a half a skull (Occipital bone, Temporal bone, Parietal bone, and half of the other parietal bone with window; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W

2010.39.39 Photograph of a partially disarticulated skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; numbers 1-7 written in pencil on front, "fig 81" written on back in pencil

2010.39.40 Photograph of inferior view of a half a skull (occipital bone, Parietal bone, and the top half of the other parietal bone with window; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "slide 39" written on back in pencil

2010.39.41 Photograph of inferior view of a half a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "slide 27" written on back in pencil

2010.39.42 Photograph of lateral view of interior of four halves of vertically bisected skulls; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 72B" written on back in pencil

2010.39.43 Photograph of lateral view of two halves of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 116" written on back in pencil

2010.39.44 Photograph of three Temporal bones; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 88" written on back in pencil

**Box 3:**
2010.39.45 Photograph of lateral view of interior of two halves of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W

2010.39.46 Photograph of negative of lateral view of exterior of four halves of vertically bisected skulls and inferior view of whole skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 86" written on back in pencil

2010.39.47 Photograph of lateral view of two halves of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "83" written on back in pencil

2010.39.48 Photograph of inferior view of 3 skull (1 complete, 1 minus the frontal bone and 1 of occipital bone); [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; "fig 78" written on back in pencil

2010.39.49 Photograph of Dr. Charlotte W. Weaver, D.O., F.A.C.N. with adult male patient facing away; unknown; ND; B&W on photo board

2010.39.50 Photograph of Dr. Charlotte W. Weaver, D.O., F.A.C.N. with adult male patient facing away; unknown; ND; B&W; "2" written on front top right corner in pencil

2010.39.51 Photograph of Dr. Charlotte W. Weaver, D.O., F.A.C.N. with adult male patient facing away; unknown; ND; B&W

2010.39.52 Photograph of Dr. Charlotte W. Weaver, D.O., F.A.C.N. with adult male patient facing up; unknown; ND; B&W

2010.39.53 Photograph of Dr. Charlotte W. Weaver, D.O., F.A.C.N. with adolescent male patient facing up; unknown; ND; B&W
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2010.39.54 Photograph of Dr. Charlotte W. Weaver, D.O., F.A.C.N. with adult male patient facing away; unknown; ND; B&W; white box covering patient's face

2010.39.55 Photograph of Dr. Charlotte W. Weaver, D.O., F.A.C.N. with adult male patient facing away; unknown; ND; B&W;

**Box 4:**
2010.39.05 Osteogram of Dr. Andrew Taylor Still; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; Blue paper

2010.39.56 Photograph of inferior view of skull, lateral view of skull, lateral view of vertically bisected skull, and temporal bone, attached to paper with stickers on corners; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "Top, bottom, Fig 85 and o7v" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn picture loosely attached to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.57 Photograph of lateral view of vertically bisected skull, left half resting on top of right half; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers

2010.39.58 Photograph of inferior view of vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers

2010.39.59 Photograph of posterior view of skull with window in parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; "145" written in pencil on back

2010.39.60 Photograph of negative inferior view 3 skulls (four halves of vertically bisected skulls and one complete skull); [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; "Top, bottom, fig 86, and p75" written in pencil on front

2010.39.61 Photograph of negative inferior view two skulls (two halves of vertically bisected skull and one complete skull); [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "fig 93" written in pencil on front of picture, "fig 92 repeats fig 70" written on back; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn picture loosely attached to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.62 Photograph of inferior view of part of a skull (Occipital bone, temporal bone, parietal bone and parietal bone with window cut out); [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; paper yellowed, edges worn picture loosely attached to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.63 Photograph of inferior view of skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.64 Photograph of lateral view of vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; check mark in pencil on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.65 Photograph of lateral view a skull (vertically bisected showing the right side of both) and a temporal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition paper yellowed, edges worn, picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.66 Photograph of negative inferior view 3 skulls (four halves of vertically bisected skulls and one complete skull); [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "Top,
bottom, fig 86, and p75" written in pencil on front of picture; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.67 Photograph of inferior view of part of a skull (Occipital bone, temporal bone, parietal bone and parietal bone with window cut out); [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; paper yellowed, edges worn picture loosely attached to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.68 Photograph of lateral view of part of a skull (Occipital bone, temporal bone, parietal bone and parietal bone with window cut out); [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; paper yellowed, edges worn picture loosely attached to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.69 Photograph of lateral view of part of a skull (Occipital bone, temporal bone, parietal bone and parietal bone with window cut out); [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; paper yellowed, edges worn picture loosely attached to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.70 Photograph of superior view of bottom half of a horizontally bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; paper yellowed, edges worn picture loosely attached to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.71 Photograph of superior view of a temporal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom, fig 87" written on front of paper in pencil, paper yellowed, edges worn picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.72 Photograph of three temporal bones; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom, fig 88, p76" written on front of paper in pencil, paper yellowed, edges worn picture loosely attached to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.73 Photograph of inferior view of a skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom, fig 72, p72" written on front of paper in pencil, paper yellowed, edges worn picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.74 Photograph of interior view of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written on front of paper in pencil, paper yellowed, edges worn picture taped to at corners paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.75 Photograph of interior view of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white stickers; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; paper yellowed, edges worn picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.76 Photograph of negative of inferior view of skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 25.4 cm. x 30.4 cm.; "fig. 90" written in pencil on front and back of picture; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.77 Photograph of negative of anterior view of two skulls ; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "fig. 97" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.78 Photograph of posterior view of skull with window in parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom, fig 145" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.
2010.39.79 Photograph of negative of lateral view of skull with window in parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 25.4 cm. x 30.4cm.; "fig. 101" written in pencil on front and back of picture and a handwritten note on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.80 Photograph of lateral view of interior of vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 25.4 cm. x 30.4cm.; "fig. 144" written in pencil on back of picture; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.81 Photograph of anterior view of two sphenoid bones and two occipital bones; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom, fig 80, p74" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture taped to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.82 Photograph of posterior view of three skulls in a row each has a window cut in the parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "fig 77, p73" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.83 Photograph of lateral view of two skulls vertically bisected showing the interior; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom, fig 73, p71" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.84 Photograph of negative of posterior view of three skulls each has a window cut in the parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "fig 72, p70" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.85 Photograph of lateral view of right half of three vertically bisected skulls; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom, fig 146" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.86 Photograph of three skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 25.4 cm. x 30.4cm.; "fig. 90" written in pencil on front and back of picture; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.87 Photograph of inferior view of 3 skull (1 complete, 1 minus the frontal bone and 1 of occipital bone); [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 25.4 cm. x 30.4cm.; "fig. 78" written in pencil on back of picture; good condition,1.2 cm. tear on bottom edge, discoloration.

2010.39.88 Photograph of superior view of right half of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten note written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached to paper, six holes in top of paper, edges of picture peeling.

2010.39.89 Photograph of posterior view of skull with window cut in parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 25.4 cm. x 30.4cm.; "fig. 75B" written in pencil on back of picture; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.90 Photograph of inferior view skull without mandible; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "p69: written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.
2010.39.91 Photograph of posterior view of skull with window in parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "top, bottom, fig 74 c, p71" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn picture detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.92 Photograph of a skull separated along the coronal suture, window cut into the parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "fig 83, p75" written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture taped to paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.93 Negative Photograph, posterior view of three skulls with windows in Parietal bones; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; 1937 December 30; B&W; 24.2 cm. x 17.8 cm.; notes in pencil on front and back, good condition, discoloration, holes in corners, top left and right corners missing, numerous small tears and rips on edges, unknown 2cm. smudge on front bottom, unknown 2 cm. smudge on front right, smudges on back.

2010.39.94 Negative Photograph, posterior view of three skulls with windows in Parietal bones; Hitchcock-Bork Studios; ND; B&W; 23.7 cm. x 17 cm.; "fig 98" written in pencil on front top right corner, black marker lines at each front corner, notes on back in pen marked over in pencil; good condition, discoloration, pin holes in corners.

2010.39.95 Photograph of superior view of a skull with a window in the parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "75C" written in pencil on front margin; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.96 Photograph of lateral view of three skulls in a row with windows in the parietal bones; Hitchcock-Bork Studios; ND; B&W; 23.8 cm. x 17.2 cm.; handwritten notes on back in black ink, crossed out in pencil, "fig 77"; good condition, discoloration, pin holes in corners.

2010.39.97 Photograph of lateral view of a skull with a window in the parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 23.8 cm. x 17.2 cm.; handwritten notes on front and back in pencil; good condition, discoloration, pin holes in corners, smudges on back.

2010.39.98 Photograph of lateral view of right halves of three vertically bisected skulls; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "72A" written in pencil on front margin; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.99 Photograph of lateral view of both halves of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "143" written in pencil on front margin and on back; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.100 Photograph of inferior view of a skull without mandible; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "1" written in pencil on front margin and "p25" written on back in pencil; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.101 Photograph of inferior view of an occipital bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top fig 79A" written in pencil on front margin and "This Color" written and marked through on back in pencil; good condition, discoloration, numerous spots and smudges on back.

2010.39.102 Photograph of inferior view of a skull, a skull minus the frontal, one temporal and most of a parietal bone, and an occipital bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top fig 78" written in pencil on front margin; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.103 Photograph of lateral view of a skull minus the frontal, one temporal and most of a parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "p41" written in pencil on back; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.104 Photograph of inferior view of a skull minus the frontal, one temporal and most of a parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "p43" written in pencil on back; good condition, discoloration.
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2010.39.105 Photograph of a skull separated along the coronal suture, window cut into the parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "fig 83" written in pencil on front margin; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.106 Photograph of a posterior view of a skull separated along the coronal suture, window cut into the parietal bone, parietal bone broken; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "fig 81" written in pencil on front margin; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.107 Photograph of a posterior view of a skull, window cut into the parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "fig 75B" written in pencil on front margin; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.108 Photograph of an inferior view of a skull; Hitchcock-Bork Studios; ND; B&W; 17 cm. x 23.8 cm.; handwritten notes on back and crossed out in pencil, "fig 76"; good condition, discoloration, two torn stamp on back.

2010.39.109 Photograph of a superior view of a horizontally bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "p26" written in pencil on back; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.110 Negative photograph of an inferior view of a skull, lateral views of exterior of both halves of a vertically bisected skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "fig 93" written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.111 Negative photograph of an inferior view of a skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 17.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top fig 99" and two "x" written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.112 Negative photograph of a posterior view of a skull, window cut in parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top fig 101, " and two X's written in pencil on front handwritten note erased on back; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.113 Negative photograph of an anterior view of two skull, one above the other; Hitchcock-Bork Studios; ND; B&W; 17 cm. x 23.7 cm.; "fig 97" written in pencil on front, handwritten notes crossed out in pencil on back; good condition, discoloration, two torn stamps on back.

2010.39.114 Photograph of a superior view of occipital bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top fig 79B, " and "bottom B" written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.115 Photograph of an interior, anterior and inferior view of temporal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top fig 88, " and "bottom " written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.116 Photograph of inferior view of a skull, lateral view of exterior of two vertically bisected right halves of skulls, and a temporal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top fig 85, " and "bottom " written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.117 Photograph of inferior view of a temporal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "fig 87" written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.118 Photograph of lateral view of two halves of a vertically bisected skull and a temporal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "fig 116" written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.119 Photograph of inferior view of a skull w/o mandible; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "75A" written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.
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2010.39.120 Photograph of lateral view of a vertically bisected skull, one half resting on top the other half; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "31" written in pencil on front twice; good condition, discoloration, edges bent.

2010.39.121 Photograph of inferior view of a skull, a skull minus the frontal, 1 temporal and most of a parietal bone, and an occipital bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top, bottom" written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.122 Photograph of inferior view of an occipital bone, one parietal bone and part of the other parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "p44" written in pencil on back; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.123 Photograph of lateral view of an occipital bone, one temporal bone, one parietal bone and part of the other parietal bone; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "p42" written in pencil on back; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.124 Photograph of lateral interior view of two skulls vertically bisected; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "fig 72B" written in pencil on front; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.125 Photograph of inferior exterior view of a skull vertically bisected; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "p29" written in pencil on back; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.126 Photograph of lateral interior view of a skull vertically bisected; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.127 Photograph of a disarticulated skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W; 25.2 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "top, bottom" written in pencil on front and back; good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.128 Photograph of an occipital bone, superior view, with an overlay with hand drawn notes and lines; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker, transparent tan overlay; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "fig 79 G" and other handwritten notes written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture and overlay detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.129 Photograph of an occipital bone, inferior view, with an overlay with hand drawn notes and lines; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker, transparent tan overlay; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "fig 79a" and other handwritten notes written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture and overlay detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.130 Photograph of disarticulated skull, interior view, with an overlay with hand drawn notes and lines; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker, transparent tan overlay; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; "fig 81" and other handwritten notes written in pencil on front of paper; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture and overlay detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.131 Photograph of skull, inferior view, with an overlay with hand drawn notes and lines; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W photo, white paper, red and white sticker, transparent tan overlay; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front of overlay; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture and overlay detached from paper, three holes in top of paper.

2010.39.132 Drawing of temporal bone with notes; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front “fig 84”; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top of paper.
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2010.39.133 Transparency drawing of 12 circles; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent; 36 cm. x 26 cm.; hand drawn notes in black ink, "fig 162"; good condition, fold down middle and side, discoloration, three holes in top.

2010.39.134 Transparency drawing, hand drawn anatomy drawing; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent; 60.3 cm. x 45.6 cm.; hand drawn notes in black ink; good condition, folded, discoloration.

2010.39.135 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 41"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper.

2010.39.136 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103k"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.137 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103f"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, five holes in top.

2010.39.138 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 99"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.139 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103h"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.140 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103 i"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.141 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103 j"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, five holes in top.

2010.39.142 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103 E"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.143 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 109"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.
2010.39.146 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103 g"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.147 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103 b"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.148 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 105"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.

2010.39.149 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 106"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.

2010.39.150 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 104"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.

2010.39.151 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 111"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.

2010.39.152 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 114"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.

2010.39.153 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 115"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.

2010.39.154 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 102"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.

2010.39.155 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103 l"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.156 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 142"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture detached from paper, five holes in top.

2010.39.157 Hand drawn anatomy drawing [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front "fig 103a"; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, picture loosely attached paper, three holes in top.

2010.39.158 notes; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top.

2010.39.159 notes; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top, creased.

2010.39.160 notes; [Dr C.W. Weaver] Strathom Artist; ND; B&W, red and white sticker; 29.2 cm. x 36.8 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three holes in top, creased.
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2010.39.161 notes on transparency; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.6 cm. x 27.9 cm.; handwritten notes written in pen on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn.

2010.39.162 notes on transparency; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.6 cm. x 27.9 cm.; handwritten notes written in pen on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn three hole punched on side.

2010.39.163 notes on transparency; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.6 cm. x 27.9 cm.; handwritten notes written in pen on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, two creases on bottom left side.

2010.39.164 notes on transparency; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.6 cm. x 27.9 cm.; handwritten notes written in pen on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, three creases on bottom left side, one crease on bottom right side.

2010.39.165 notes on transparency; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.6 cm. x 27.9 cm.; handwritten notes written in pencil on front; good condition, paper yellowed, edges worn, two red and white stickers on top.

2010.39.166 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 27.1 cm. x 20 cm.; hand drawn notes in pen and pencil; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration.

2010.39.167 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 24 cm. x 19.8 cm.; hand drawn notes in pen and pencil "fig III"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration.

2010.39.168 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 24 cm. x 19.8 cm.; hand drawn notes in pen and pencil "B"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on right edge.

2010.39.169 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.1 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pen and pencil "C"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration, three hole punched on left side, vertical crease on right side.

2010.39.170 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 24 cm. x 19.8 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil and picture of skull; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on right edge, vertical crease on right side.

2010.39.171 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 27 cm. x 21.2 cm.; hand drawn notes in pen; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on right edge.

2010.39.172 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.173 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 24 cm. x 30.5 cm.; hand drawn notes in pen and pencil "fig 90"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration, red and white sticker.

2010.39.174 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "C"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.175 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "F"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.176 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "E"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.
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2010.39.177 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "i"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.178 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "g"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.179 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "k"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.180 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "b"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.181 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 24 cm. x 30.5 cm.; hand drawn notes in pen; Good condition, edges torn badly, discoloration.

2010.39.182 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.6 cm. x 28 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "Temporal bone"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration, numerous folds and creases.

2010.39.183 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 24 cm. x 30.5 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil; Good condition, edges torn, discoloration.

2010.39.184 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.6 cm. x 28 cm.; hand drawn diagram in pencil; Good condition, creased and folds, discoloration.

2010.39.185 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 21.6 cm. x 28 cm.; hand drawn notes and diagram in pencil "petro temporal"; Good condition, creased and folds, edges torn, discoloration.

2010.39.186 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "M"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.187 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "d"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.188 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 24 cm. x 30.5 cm.; hand drawn notes in pen; Good condition, edges torn badly, creases, discoloration, red and white stickers.

2010.39.189 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "b"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.190 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W transparent paper; 24 cm. x 30.5 cm.; hand drawn graphic of Sphenoid bone and notes in pen; Good condition, edges torn badly, creases, discoloration,

2010.39.191 Hand drawn diagrams of the skull; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W paper; 31.5 cm. x 24 cm.; hand drawn notes in pencil "L"; Good condition, edges worn, discoloration three hole punched on left edge.

2010.39.192 Hand drawn interpretive drawings of Skull; Stivas Studio; 1949, April 7; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.7 cm.; Stivas studio stamp on back; Very Good Condition paper discoloration.

2010.39.193 Hand drawn interpretive drawings of Skull; Stivas Studio; 1949, April 7; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.7 cm.; Stivas studio stamp on back; Very Good Condition paper discoloration.
2010.39.194 Hand drawn interpretive drawings of Skull; Stivas Studio; 1949, April 7; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm x 20.7 cm.; Stivas studio stamp on back; Very Good Condition paper discoloration.

2010.39.195 Hand drawn interpretive drawings of Skull; Stivas Studio; 1949, April 7; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm x 20.7 cm.; Stivas studio stamp on back; Very Good Condition paper discoloration.

2010.39.196 Hand drawn interpretive drawings of Skull; Stivas Studio; 1949, April 7; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm x 20.7 cm.; Stivas studio stamp on back; Very Good Condition paper discoloration.

2010.39.197 Hand drawn interpretive drawings of Skull; Stivas Studio; 1949, April 7; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm x 20.7 cm.; Stivas studio stamp on back; Very Good Condition paper discoloration.

2010.39.198 Photograph of x-ray of skull, superior view; [Dr. C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 20.3 cm x 25.5 cm; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn.

2010.39.199 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr. C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-9-C" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.

2010.39.200 Photograph of x-ray of skull, posterior view, on paper; [Dr. C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PL-7-A" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.

2010.39.201 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, mouth open, on paper; [Dr. C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PL-3-B" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.

2010.39.202 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr. C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-9-B" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.

2010.39.203 Photograph of x-ray of skull, posterior view, on paper; [Dr. C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-11-A" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.

2010.39.204 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr. C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-11-C" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.
2010.39.208 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "I-M-7-B" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.

2010.39.209 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-10-A" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.

2010.39.210 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-3-B" Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side.

2010.39.211 Photograph of x-ray of skull, superior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 17.2 cm x 23.7 cm; handwritten notes on back in pen and pencil; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn.

2010.39.212 Photograph of x-ray of skull, superior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 36.8 cm x 29.2 cm; handwritten notes in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, picture detached from paper.

2010.39.213 Photograph of x-ray of 2 skulls, superior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 36.8 cm x 29.2 cm; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, picture detached from paper.

2010.39.214 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 20.3 cm x 25.5 cm; "fig 2," "SM-1-A" Good condition, discoloration, edge bent.

2010.39.215 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 20.3 cm x 25.5 cm; "fig 71," "MG-2-D" Good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.216 Photograph of x-ray of skull, inferior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 30.5 cm x 25.3 cm; "fig 99" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration.

2010.39.217 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-1-D", "P214" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo detached from paper.

2010.39.218 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-1-G" crossed out in pencil, "P216" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.219 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-1-E", "P214" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.220 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-1-H" crossed out in pencil, "P217" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.221 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-7-B", "P199" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.
2010.39.222 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PSN-7-C", "P199" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper, bottom right corner missing.

2010.39.223 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PSN-7-D", "P199", handwritten note written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.224 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PL-5-B", "P169", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.225 Photograph of x-ray of skull, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PL-5-B", "P169", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.226 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PSN-13-C", "P192", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.227 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PSN-13-B", "P192", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.228 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PSN-13-A", "P192", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.229 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PL-1-A", "P136", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.230 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PL-1-B", "P136", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.231 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PL-1-C", "P136", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.232 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "RM-5-A", handwritten note written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.233a Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "RM-5-B", handwritten note written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.
2010.39.233b  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "RM-5-E", handwritten note written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.234  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PL-6-A", "P115", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.235  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PL-6-D", "P115", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.236  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "IM-6-B", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.237  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "IM-6-C", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.238  Photocopy of photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 27.9 cm. x 21.6 cm; "IM-6-B", written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.239  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "PSN-9-E", "P202" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.240  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-A", "p221a" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.241  Photograph of x-ray of skull, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-B", "p221a" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.242  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-C", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.243  Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-D", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.244  Photograph of x-ray of neck, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-E", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.245  Photograph of x-ray of neck / chest, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm. x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-E", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.
2010.39.246 Photograph of x-ray of neck/chest, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-F", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.247 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-G", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.248 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-H", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.249 Photograph of x-ray of skull, superior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-I", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.250 Photograph of x-ray of skull, superior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-J", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.251 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-K", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.252 Photograph of x-ray of skull, superior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-L", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.253 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "MIG-1-M", "p222" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.254 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-3-A", "p203" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.255 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-9-A", "p202" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.256 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-9-D", "p202" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.257 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-11-B", "p200" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.
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2010.39.258 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-11-D", "p200" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.259 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-5-C", "p195" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

260 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PL-3-A", "p136" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.261 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PL-3-C", "p136" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.262 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PL-3-D", "p136" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.263 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "I-M-7-C"; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.264 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "I-M-7-C"; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.265 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "I-M-7-A"; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.266 Photograph of x-ray of skull, inferior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-16-C", "p220" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper; hand written note on front.

2010.39.267 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-16-E", "p220" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.268 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-2-A", "p218" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.269 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-2-B", "p218" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.

2010.39.270 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-2-C", "p218" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper.
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2010.39.271 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-2-D", "p218" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.272 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-2-E", "p218" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.273 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-2-F", "p218" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.274 Photograph of x-ray of skull, anterior view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-10-B", "p206" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.275 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-10-C", "p206" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.276 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-10-D", "p206" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.277 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-8-A", "194" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.278 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-8-B", "194" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.279 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-8-C", "194" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.280 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-8-D", "194" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.281 Photograph of x-ray of skull, lateral view, on paper; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper, red and white stickers attaching photo to paper; 31.5 cm x 24.3 cm; "PSN-8-E", "194" written in pencil on front; Good condition, discoloration, edges worn, three hole punched on left side, photo loosely attached to paper

2010.39.282 Photograph of right half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm x 20.2 cm.; "#9" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.283 Photograph of left half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm x 20.2 cm.; "#7" written on back in pen; Very good condition
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2010.39.284 Photograph of right half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#8" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.285 Photograph of right half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#3a" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.286 Photograph of left half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#6" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.287 Photograph of right half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#4" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.288 Photograph of right half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#3b" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.289 Photograph of left half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#1" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.290 Photograph of right half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#2" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.291 Photograph of skull with window in parietal bone, posterior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#17" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.292 Photograph of frontal and sphenoid bones, inferior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#16" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.293 Photograph of left half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#5" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.294 Photograph of right half of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#15" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.295 Photograph of skull, inferior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#13" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.296 Photograph of left and right halves of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#14b" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.297 Photograph of left and right halves of vertically bisected skull, interior lateral view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#14a" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.298 Photograph of skull with window in parietal bone, posterior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#11a" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.299 Photograph of skull with window in parietal bone, superior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#10" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.300 Photograph of skull with window in parietal bone, superior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#12" written on back in pen; Very good condition
2010.39.301 Photograph of skull with window in parietal bone, posterior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#11b" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.302 Photograph of top half of horizontally bisected skull, interior inferior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#22" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.303 Photograph of bottom half of horizontally bisected skull, anterior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#21" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.304 Photograph of bottom half of horizontally bisected skull, interior superior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#20" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.305 Photograph of skull, inferior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#18" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.306 Photograph of skull, inferior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#19a" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.307 Photograph of skull, inferior view; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; "#19b" written on back in pen; Very good condition

2010.39.308 Photograph of negative film of skulls; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; Very good condition

2010.39.309 Negative film of skulls; [Dr C.W. Weaver]; ND; B&W glossy paper; 25.4 cm. x 20.2 cm.; Very good condition

2010.39.310 Adult skull, cut in calvarium; Tramond Dauzuox, G.R. Ecole de Medecine, Paris; ND; Bone, brass hardware; 15.3 cm. x 19.8 cm. x 18.5 cm.; Good condition, teeth broken.

2010.39.311 Adult skull with parietal window; Tramond Dauzuox, G.R. Ecole de Medecine, Paris; ND; Bone, brass hardware; 13.5 cm. x 17.8 cm. x 15 cm.; Good condition, teeth broken, mandible in two pieces.

2010.39.312 3-5 month postnatal skull with parietal window; Tramond Dauzuox, G.R. Ecole de Medecine, Paris; ND; Bone, brass hardware; 9.2 cm. x 12.8 cm. x 11 cm.; Good condition, teeth broken, mandible in two pieces.

2010.39.313 Atlas bone; unknown; ND; Bone; 6.6 cm. x 4 cm. x 2.2 cm.; Good condition, left transverse process broken off.

2010.39.314 Axis bone; unknown; ND; Bone; 4.8 cm. x 4.5 cm. x 4 cm.; Good condition.

2010.39.315 Anatomical model of the vascular and neural structures of the anterior cranium; Denoyer Geppert Co.; Multicolor plastic model in black case with glass window; 18.4 cm. x 23.36 cm. x 7.2 cm.; Good condition, some numbers fallen off model, case edges worn, normal wear.

2010.39.316: removed from collection

2010.39.317 Skull, prenatal, 8 month w/parietal window; Dauzuox, G.R. Ecole de Medecine, Paris; ND; Bone; 9cm. x 12.8 cm. x 9 cm.; Good condition.

2010.39.318 Skull, disarticulated: mandible, L maxilla, frontal, R&L parietal, R&L temporal, sphenoid, occipital; unknown; ND; Bone; mandible 10.7 cm. x 10 cm. x 5.7 cm., L maxilla 5 cm. x 6.3 cm. x 4 cm., frontal 10.5 cm. x 9.7 cm. x 5 cm, R
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parietal 10.5 cm. x 10 cm. x 4.6 cm., L 10.5 cm. x 10 cm. x 4.6 cm parietal, R temporal 9 cm. x 6.1 cm. x 5.5 cm., L temporal 9 cm. x 6.1 cm. x 5.5 cm., sphenoid 10.5 cm. x 6 cm. x 4.5 cm., occipital 10 cm. x 10.5 cm. x 6 cm.; Good condition.

2010.39.319 Skull, newborn, midline sagittal sections; Unknown, ND; Bone; L-12 cm. x 8 cm. x 4 cm., R-12 cm. x 8 cm. x 4 cm.; Arrows pointing to severe condylar compression; Good condition.

2010.39.320 Skull, child, disarticulated, frontal, sphenoid, R & L Parietal, R&L Temporal, occipital; Unknown; ND; Bone; frontal 10.5 cm. x 9.7 cm. x 6 cm., sphenoid 10.1 cm. x 4.5 cm. x 3.5 cm., R Parietal 11 cm. x 12.5 cm. x 5 cm., L Parietal 11 cm. x 12.5 cm. x 5 cm., R Temporal 6.6 cm. x 6.2 cm. x 4 cm., L Temporal 6.6 cm. x 6.2 cm. x 4 cm., Occipital 10.3 cm. x 11 cm. x 4.7 cm.; Good condition.

2010.39.321 Skull, child, in pieces; Mandible frontal with facial bones and sphenoid, Occipital with R parietal and R temporal, L temporal with parietal portion, parietal window; Dauzoux, G.R. Ecole de Medecine, Paris; ND; Bone and brass hardware 8.5 cm. x 13.5 cm. x 6.3 cm.; Mandible frontal with facial bones and sphenoid, Occipital with R parietal and R temporal, 9 cm. x 12.3 cm. x 11.5 cm, L temporal with parietal portion 8 cm. x 9.2 cm. x 3.8 cm., parietal window 8 cm. x 8.2 cm. x 3 cm.

2010.39.322 Skull, prenatal, sagittal sections, dural membranes in situ; Clay-Adams Co.; ND; Bone; L- 9 cm. x 8.5 cm. xv 3.7 cm., R- 9 cm. x 8.5 cm. xv 3.7 cm.; Good condition.

2010.39.323 Skull, newborn, midline sagittal sections; Germany; ND; Bone; L- 11 cm. x 8 cm. x 4 cm., R=11 cm. x 8 cm. x 4 cm.; Good condition.

2010.39.324 Anatomical model: Occiput, atlas, axis and C3 with ligaments on stand; Clay-Adams Co., ND; bone, wood base, metal stand; 9.5 cm. x 6.8 cm. x 18 cm.; Good condition.

2010.39.325 Suitcase with tray; Oshkosh Luggage Co.; ND; Vinyl maroon with white trim exterior, satin maroon interior.

2010.39.326 Suitcase; Oshkosh Luggage Company.; ND; Vinyl maroon with white trim exterior, satin maroon interior; C.C.W. embossed in gold letters on front
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